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Some results are presented of tests conducted on a large bomber-
type airplane to determine the ground-reaction forces imposed on the
main landing gem under actual landing conditions. The data were obtained
from 30 landings made at verticsl velocities up to 8.4 feet per second
and at forward ground speeds from 81. o to 119.5 knots on both wet and
dry concrete runways.

The vertical force on the landing gesr truck at which the oleopneu-
matic shock strut began to compress vsried over a wide range. There
appeared to be no relation between this breakout force and any other
force or condition of the impact.

s

The computed variation of maximum vertical force with vertical veloc-
ity agreed reasonably well with the experimental results.b

Frequently there was an unequal division of the vertical force on
the two wheels of a truck, which resulted in unsymmetrical drag forces
particularly during the time when one wheel had spun up and the other
was still in the process of spinning up.

The mean value of coefficient of friction for the dry runway varied
from 0.40 at the beginning of spin-up to amsximum value of 0.72 at a
slip ratio of 0.13. The mean value of coefficient of friction for the
wet runway vzzriedfrom 0.20 at the beginning of sph-up to a maximum
value of 0.41 at a slip ratio of 0.07.

In the low vertical-force range, the side force vsried with drift
angle and vertical force. At high vertical forces, side force varied
primsrily with drift angle ad further increase of vertical force had
little effect on side force at a given drift angle.

%qersedes NACA Research Memorandum L55E12c by Richard H. Sawyer,
Albert W. Hall, s.ndJsmes M. McKay, 1955.
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The need for a more accurate knowledge of the loads imposed on the
landing gear has become increasingly important in the structural design
of airplsmes. Prediction of dynamic structural loads on the landing
gear and on the airplane is possible by a n—iiberof methods of dynsmic
analysis which permit reasonable accuracy in the calculation of the
dynsmic response when the forcing functions are known. In order to
obtain information on these forcing functions, the ground forces imposed
on the main landing gear of a large airplane under actual landing condi-
tions were measured. The main landing gear of this airplane was equipped
with strain gages and linear emd anguler accelerometers in order to meas-
ure ground-reaction forces during lsnding tmpacts. The airplane was
equipped with various types of special and standard flight instruments
to determine the landing-impact end landing-approach conditions.

The results presented in this report include the variation of verti-
cal force with vertical velocity, the veriation of the coefficient of
friction with slip ratio during the spin-up process for both wet qnd dry
concrete surfacesj and the side-force variation with drift singleand
vertical force.
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SYMBOLS

drag force (forward and rearward.direction), lb

side force, lb

vertical force, lb

moment of inertia of wheel about axle, 33.5 slug-ft2

tire lateral deflection psrameter, y/Fs, ft/lb

axle bending moment; used with subscripts h and v to
denote moments in horizontal and vertical planes,
respectively

distance from axle to ground (Unreflected tire radius minus
Tire deflection), ft
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T torque, Fhrd

Vv vertical velocity of lading gem, fps

w gross weight of airplane, lb

Y lateral shift of vertical-force center of pressure due to
side force, ft

..
e angular acceleration of wheel, radians/sec2

Fh
P coefficient of friction, —

Fv

Subscripts:

1 axle strain-gage station 1

2 axle strain-gage station 2

max maximum

LANDING GEAR

The airplane used in the investigation (fig. 1) had a conventional
tricycle landing gear with dual wheels on the main and nose gear, each
wheel having a separate axle. The general arrangement of one of the
main-landing-gear trucks is shown in figure 2 with one wheel removed.
(The term “truck” is used in this report when a pair of wheels is
referred to as a unit.) The main lsnding gesx had smooth-contour tires
56 inches in dismeter, inflated to a pressure of 75 pounds per square
inch for the light condition snd 90 pounds per square inch for the heavy
condition. The tire treads used in the tests on the dry runway were
dismond, oval, rib, and an interlocking cross-type pattern similsr to
the oval and dismond. The rib-type treads were insttied at the time
of the tests on the wet runway. Each main wheel including the tire,
tube, brske, and instrumentation weighed approximately 700 pounds. The
main-landing-gear oleopneumatic shock strut had a stroke of 1.2inches
and was normally inflated with air so that it etiended about 2 inches
from the bottomed position (compressed) while on the ground (approxi-
mately 700 pounds per squsre inch for the light-weight condition).
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INSTRUMENTATION #

The quantities measured for the purpose of defining both the
lending-approach conditions and the impact and spin-up conditions sre
as follows:

Approach Impact

Center-of-gravity acceleration Wheel vertical reaction
Airspeed Wheel drag reaction
Pitch attitude Wheel side reaction
Pitching velocity Vertical velocity ‘
Roll attitude Tire deflection
Rolling velocity Wheel rotational velocity
Yaw angle Shock-strut displacement
Yaw@ velocity Wheel motion pictures
Drift aagle
Control-surface deflections

The location of some of the instrumentation is shown in figure 2.
The strain-gage locations are shown in more detafl in figure 3 which
represents a vertical cross section of the axle structure. The strain
gages were also located in the ssme lateral position in the horizontal
plane. The strain-gage bridges located in the vertical plane measure
the bending moment at stations 1 and 2 due to the vertical ccmponent of
force applied at the axle and the moment due to side force. Similarly,
the strain gages in the horizontal plane measure the bending moments
due to the horizontal component of force at the sxle end the moment con-
tributed by the side force when it is out of the vertical pleme. The
linesr accelercznetersmounted on the outer brake shoe were used to
determine the horizontal and vertical inertia forces. @@u acceler-
ometers mounted inside the outbosrd wheels were used to measure angular
acceleration of the outboard wheels. The mesm tire deflections for each
pair of wheels were obtained by mesns of a slide-wire position recorder
connected to a trailing arm which was mounted between the wheels. The
vertical velocity of each truck was measured by sn electromagnetic
generator attached to the trailing arm, similar to the arrangement
described in reference 1. The angular velocity of each wheel was meas-
ured by a tachometer mounted on the outer brake shoe and geared to the
wheel. The instruments used to measure the approach conditions presented
in the foregoing table, except for drift mgle, were standsrd NACA flight
recording instruments. The &rtft engle was measured by mes.nsof a 16-
mi.llimeter motion-picture camera mounted on the bottom of the airplane
fuselsge to photograph the runway directly below the cemera. The shutter

.

w
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speed was slow enough to cause spots and irregularities on the runway
to appear as streaks on the fib when the airplsne was in motion. The
angle of these streaks relative to the edge of the picture was a measure
of drift angle. An NACA O.01-second timer was used to put a time signal
on each recorder and on the edge of the 16-mi~imeter motion-picture
film. ~ att~t was made wherever possible to minimize iI@Z7JMeIIt .

response errors.

TEST PROGRAM

The test program consisted of 30 landings made by a Mrge boniber-
ty-peairplane at vertical velocities ranging up to 8.4 feet per second
smd forward ground speeds at contact from 81.o to 119.5 knots. All of
the ladings were made on concrete runways (nunibers7 and 25) at
Langley Air Force Base, Va. Twenty-four landings were made with the
airplsme ~oss weight between 95,000 and 100,000 pounds. Of these
24 landings, 18 were made on dry concrete and 6 were made on a runway
wetted down by fire hoses to simulate a heavy rain. Six landings were
made on dry concrete with the airplme gross weight about 120,000 pounds.
Many of the landings consisted of several separate impacts on the same
truck. The test conditions are presented in detail in tables I and II.

DATA REDUCTION

The mati-1.anding-gearaxle structure (fig. 3) was used as a strain-
gage balance to measure vertical, drag, and side forces on the axle.
The accuracy of the strain-gage balance was poor in the low range (W
to about 4,000 pounds) and under certain ccmibinedforces due in part to
the nonhomogeneous axle and housing structure on which the strain gages
were mounted.

The following relationships can be seen fkom figure 3 which shows
a vertical cross section of the axle structure and the components of
forces md moments in the vertical plane:

%,1 = FV[A+(B-Y] -Frsd

%,2= FV(B -Y) ‘Fsrd
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Substituting gives

Similsrly, in a horizontal

Mv,1 = F&+ %,2

Fv . %,1 - %,2
A

pleme

Fh=. %,1 - ‘h,2

A

Thus, the magnitude of a force, regardless of its lateral position, could
be determined by measuring the moment at two positions located a known
distmce apsrt. As a result of interaction (effects of vertical forces
on horizontal strain gages and vice versa) end misalinement of the strain
gages, the final equations for measuring axle forces had the form:

8

“

‘V = cV;lq,l + CV,2%,2 + cv,3Mh,l + cv,4Mh,2
●

‘h = ch,l~,l + ch,,&,2 + ch,3%,l + ch,@h,2

where CV(1,2,3,4)
‘d ch(l,2,3,4)

were constants determined from

calibration loadings.

The ground-reaction forces, both vertical and drag, were obtained
by adding inertia corrections to the axle forces. The inertia term was
the product of the mass outboard of the strain-gage stations (wheel,
brakes, instruments, etc.) and the vertical or horizontal acceleration
of the center of this mass. The accelerometers used to measure the
vertical and horizontal accelerations could not be located at the mass
center but were located as close as possible to the mass center on the
vertical SJCiSand horizontal axis, respectively. Owing to the frequency-
response characteristics of the instrumentation,the inertia corrections
ue in error when the force is changing very rapidly, such as occurs in
some cases of springback when the drag force goes from a lsrge positive
(resrward) value to some negative (forwsrd) value.

Because of the nature of the axle smd housing structure it was vir-
tually impossible to locate strain gages whi.chwere primarily sensitive
to side force. It became necesssry to evaluate the side force Fs for
each wheel by means of the bending moment MV,2 produced by the side
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force and the vertical force on the axle. FYom figure 3 the following
relations sre found:

%,2 ‘Fv(B ‘y) ‘FSrd

where by definition of KS

y = K~F~

Therefore,

or

F@ - MV,2
F. =

The order of magnitude of KS was determined from results presented in

reference 2. The value of the product KSFV was small in comparison
with the value of rd so that the actual value of Ks was not critical.

The side-force results are believed to indicate qualitatively the nature
of side-force buildup and variation with drift angle smd vertical force.

The drag force Fh was determined from strain-gage measurements
for all of the wheels and also from angulsr-accelerometermeasurements
for the outboard wheels of each truck. The sngul~-accelerometer method
involved the use of the expression T =F@?d = Ice. This expression

neglects the torque produced by the vertical force Fv acting through

some forward or rearward displacement relative to the axle center line.
Although the forces are of the same order of magnitude Fh = @v, the
moment arm of the vertical force is a sma~ percentage of the moment arm
of the drag force. This method of measuring Fh is similar to that

used in reference 3 where the agreement with simultaneous dynamometer
measurements was good.

On the basis of calibration loading data and of comparisons of Fh

determined from both the strain-gage and angular-accelerometermeasure-
ments for the outboard wheels, the drag-force data determined from the
angular-accelerometer method were felt to be the most reliable. The
strain-gage drag-force data for the outbosrd wheels were generally in
good agreement with the anguler-accelerometer drag-force data but the
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strain-gage drag-force data for the inbosrd’Wheelswere considered unre-
liable in magnitude but usable to indicate the shape of the drag-force
time history for the impact. In presenting the coefficient-of-friction “

data, only Fh obtained by the angular-accelerometermethod was used.
—
—

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The approach conditions just prior to ground contact are given in
tables I and II. The maximum roll attitude was 2.9° (left wing down)
and all of the ls.ndingsexcept one had first contact of the main gear
on the left truck. For the landing in which the right truck made first
contact the roll attitude was 1.2° (right wing down). The pitch attitude
at contact covered a range from O.1O, at which the nose wheels contacted
first, to 8.8°, at which the tail skid hit first. The airplane lift at

—

contact is presented in table 11 as center-of-gravitynormal accelera-
tion Just prior to the time that the first wheel made contact. For the
30 landings the lift at contact vsried from approximately 94 to ll.lper-
cent of the airplane weight. There appeared to be no consistent effect
of vertical velocity on lift at contact.

!l&picalssmples of time histories of ground-reaction forces and of
the corresponding wheel angulsr velocities for several impacts sre”given
in figure 4. These ssmples were selected as being typical of the vari-
ous conditions encountered during the test program. These conditions
me discussed in detail in subsequent sections of this report. Some of
the impacts presented in figure 4 begin at values of time other thsa
zero and this indicates that for this landing the particular impact
shown occurred after the first truck touched the runway, since zero time
was taken to coincide with the time of the first truck to contact.
Instrument failures during the tests resulted in the loss of some data;
for exsmple, in figure 4(b) part of the drag time history by the angul.ar-
accelerometer method is missing, sad in figure 4(d) both drag time his-
tories me missing for the left outboard wheel.

Vertical Force

Figure 4(a) illustrates an unequal division of vertical force Fv
between two wheels of the same truck, which is a result of one or more
factors, such as airplane roll attitude, landing-gem inclination (in
roll plane) due to wing bending, or differences in tire diszneter. During
this particular landing, the value of Fv was low and only the inboard

wheel spun up during the first impact while the outbosrd wheel partially
spun up and then spun up completely during the second impact. This
landing, in which one wheel completed its spin-up during the second *

— —

.
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impact, was typical of a number of landings encountered in this test
program. The impact shown in figure 4(c) also shows an unequal division
of Fv between the two wheels.

The point at which the oleo shock strut begins to compress is indi-
cated by ticks on the vertical-force time histories of figures 4(b) to
4(f). For the impacts shown in figure 4(a) the shock strut did not com-
press during either impact. The value of Fv at which the shock strut
begins to compress (breakout force) is given in table I for all of the
impacts in which the shock strut compressed. This value of Fv iS the

tot- vertical force on the truck (both wheels) at the instant the shock
strut bresks free md begins to compress. From table I it may be seen
that the values of breakout force vsry from 9,000 to 45,500 pounds. An
attempt to relate the breakout force to initial preload and binding of
the strut due to drag force, vertical force, ~s~etric~ vertical
force, etc., was not successful.

The effect of the sudden release of the shock strut on the vertfcal-
force time history is to decrease the rate of vertical-force buildup and
in some cases even to reduce the vertical force for a short time
(figs. 4(b) to 4(f)).

w
The variation of maximmn vertical force on the truck with vertical

velocity (fig. 5) was calculated by a numerical integration method simi-

W
lar to that discussed in reference 4. In order to shrplify the calcu-
lations, a symmetrical impact was assumed, the airplane was assumed to
be rigid, the lower or unsprung maSS was ne@ectedY the Pneumatic force
was assmned to be constant, and a linear approximation of the actual
static-force-deflection characteristics of the tire was used. The phys-
ical characteristics of the shock strut of the airplane used in these
tests were used in these calculations, the airplsme weight was taken as
100,000 pounds, and the lift was assumed equal to the weight. One curve
was calculated by assting zero breakout force and a constant metering-
pin area equal to that psrt of the pin in action at the beginning of the
stroke. Another curve was calculated by using the constant metering-pin
area, a shock-strut breskout force of 24,000 pounds, and the static tire
characteristics from zero to 24,000 pounds. As a point of interest it
may be seen that the curve for zero breakout force can be transposed to
the curve for 24,000-pound breakout force by moving each point up
24,000 pounds and over 1.6 feet per second. Thus, a curve for zero
breskout force may be determined with the aid of charts presented in
reference 4 and then a curve for a given breakout force can be quickly
determined.

A third curve was calculated by using a 24,000-pound breakout force
and the actual metering-pin-area miation with strut stroke. At a

-
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value of Vv just beyond a vertical velocity of 4.3 feet per second, the

stroke is sufficient to move the constant area portion of the metering
pin out of the orifice plane, ad the effect of the decreasing metering-
pin wea with stroke becomes apparent in the reduction of maximum force
at a given vertical velocity.

Figure 6 shows the maximum vertical force on a truck divided by
one-half of the gross weight plotted against the corresponding vertical
velocities for each impact for both the light-weight and heavy-weight
conditions. For comparison, the calculated curve for a breskout force
of 24,OOO pounds and the actual metering-pin-area variation is also shown.
The trend of the measured values appesrs to be similsr to the trend of
those calculated but there is considerable scatter in the measured val-
ues. This scatter does not appear to be related to the different values
of the breakout force corresponding to the vakious points. Furthermore,
an attempt to correct the measured values to those corresponding to a
symmetrical landing with lift equal to the airplane weight smd zero
rolling velocity on the basis of a shplified theory for a rigid airplsme
did not result in any reduction of the scatter. An attempt to relate the
scatter to the effect of lift, attitude, and rolling velocity by means
of an empirical analysis was equally unsucce”s-sful.Because of the limited
amount of data snd the scatter present, no effect-of increasing the weight
approximately 20 percent could be determined. w

The relation between the vertical force at the the of maximum drag
force smd the maximum vertical force for each impact is presented in w
figure 7. The solid line represents the locus of points at which maxi-
mum vertical and drag forces occur simultaneously. = the rsm.geof
maximum vertical.force below 30,000 pounds there are a number of points

.—

on this line. In the higher range of maximum vertical force, it appesrs
that there might be a possibility that the msximum vertical and drag
forces would not occur simultaneously;however, the limited data avail-
able in the high load range preclude any definite conclusions.

Drag Force

Typical time histories of hag force, which sre presented in fig-
ure 4 for a range of vertical velocities, show that in most cases the
drag force builds up to a msximum value as the wheel comes up to 80 or
90 percent of the free rolling speed. The drag force then drops rapidly

—

to zero and then negative as the wheel comes up to and then overshoots _ _ ._
the free rolling speed. In some cases, such as that shown in figure 4(c)
for the left inbowd wheel, the drag force s.tsrtsto build up, then to
decrease, and then to increase again. This type of vsxiation was found
in several other impacts, not shown here, in which the drag force near
the middle of the spin-up period was greater than that when the wheel
was new 80 or 90 percent of the free rolling speed. Since the changes

d
—

.
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in coefficient of friction are small, it appears that these variations
in drag force are generally attributable to corresponding vertical-force

. miations.

The uneqyal division of vertical force on two wheels of the same
truck results in unsymmetrical drag forces, particularly at the time
when one wheel has spun up and its drag force has decreased while the
other wheel is approaching msximum drag force. This distribution of
drag force results in a severe yawing moment about the vertical sxis
of the truck and the resulting yawing oscillation has been observed in
slow-motion pictures of the trucks during impact.

Coefficient of friction.- The variation of coefficient of friction
v with slip ratio is presented in figure 8. The expression slip ratio
is defined in the appendixby equation (l). The top curve in figure 8(a)
shows the va?iation of w with slip ratio for an impact on a dry runway
with the vertical velocity at contact equal to 3.85 feet per second. At
the instant of contact the singularvelocity of the wheel was zero and the
slip ratio was 1.0; as the wheel velocity approaches the free rolling
velocity, the slip ratio approaches O. The forces were too small to give
reliable values of p until the slip ratio had decreased to approximately
0.9. As the wheel comes up to free rolling speed, the value of p grad-
ually increases to a msximum value of O.~ at a slip ratio of 0.11. The
variation from ~x to zero slip ratio is not shown because the drag

force dropped so rapidly in this range that the values of p sre unreli-
able and the slip ratio is difficult to measure accurately in this range.
The

ure
the
w
the

bottom curve-in figure 8(a) is for a comparable impac~ on a wet r~way.

The faired curves from these aud other impacts were used in fig-
8(b). The envelopes of the curves formed the boundaries shown and
curve within each boundsry was the mean curve for each case (wet and
runway). The point indicating ~ for each case was the mean of

individual values of k and of the mean slip ratio at which -

occurred. The mean value of v for the dry runway increased gradually
from a value of 0.40 near the beginning of spin-up (slip ratio of 0.90)
to a maximum value of 0.72 at a slip ratio of 0.13. The mean value of w
for the wet runway varied from 0.20 near the beginning of spin-up to a
maximum value of 0.41 at a slip ratio of 0.07.

The differences in the vsriation of v smong landings is believed
to be caused primsrily by differences in the condition of the runway sur-
face - for exsmple, for the dry runway the presence of skid marks, oil,
dirt, etc., and for the wet runway by these same effects snd the amount
of water present on the runway.
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Computed forces.- Computations of the drag forces during the landing
w

impact were made for one lending condition for comparison with the meas-
ured drag forces. Measured vertical forces, approximate measurements of
first bending and torsion frequencies of the landing gear, and a two-

“

se~ent linear approximation to the variation of tire-to-runway friction
coefficient with slip ratio shown in figure 8(b) were used in the com-
putation. The procedure is outlined in the “appendix. Time histories of
the computed ground-reaction drag forces sre compared in figure 9 with
those of the measured results for the two wheels of a truck. The time
variation of the drag force of each wheel is predicted with reasonable
accuracy, particularly the difference in the spin-up time of the two
wheels which resulted from the unsymmetrical impact.

The ultimate purpose of the tire-to-surface friction measurements
is to provide information for use in the study and prediction of lending
loads imposed on the aircraft structure. The co~utations were extended,
therefore, to include determination of the dynamic bending moment about
the vertical axis at one point in each wheel axle for which strain-gage
measurements were available-for comparison. The comparisons of the
measured and computed axle-bending-momentti~e histories are shown for
the two wheels of the truck in figure 10. Computed static bending - ‘-
moments are included to indicate the extent of the dynamic pert of the
load in the axle. The computed and experimental exl.e-loadthe histories
are at least qualitatively stiilsr, although there we some differences

w

in smplitude and phase of the oscillating load. Both computed and experi-
mental results show rather lerge dynamic loads that =ise prhmrily frcm ~
excitation of the torsion (yawing) mode of the landing gear by the lsrge
end abrupt difference in drag ground-reactigg forces on the two wheels,
which occurs when one wheel is operating in the region of slip ratios
greater than that at which & occurred and the other wheel is oper-

ating at slip ratios less than that at which ~a occurred. The varia-

tion of w with slip ratio is much greater for the second region thar”
for the first region.

Side Force

Some typical time hist~ries of side

——

force during spin-up are shown
in figure 4--- The.side force builds up gradually dur&-the %st psrt
of the spin-up, and, as the wheel appr~ches the f-reero~ing qeed~
the side force increases more rapidly to the full value after spin-up.
The data of figure k and also the data not shown indicate that generally
at the time of maximum.drag force the side force is about 30 to 50 per-
cent of the maximum value. There were cases where maximum side force
and maximum vertical force occurred simultaneously and there were”several
instances in which maximum drag force snd maximum Vertical force occurred
simultaneously. However, it would appear unlikely that all three forces +—

.
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*
would reach their maximum value simultaneously. Figu&e 4(c) presents
data for em impact in which the drift angle was between 4° and 4.5° and

. a large value of side force is indicated. The side force after spin-up
is almost the same for each wheel of the truck while the vertical load
is much greater for the outboard wheel; this indicates, for this higher
range of Fv, that the side force is dependent on drift sngle rather

than on verticsl load. This fact is more clearly indicated in figure 11
which presents the variation of side force with drift angle for constant
values of vertical force. The data sr.ewidely $catter~ in many cases;
however, the trend would seem to be similar to that shown by the faired
curves presented in figure 11. In the low range of vertical force
(curves a, b, c, d), the side force increases with increasing vertical
force at a given drift angle. At higher vertical forces (curves e, f,
g, h) the side force tends to become independent of vertical force and
to vsry prhsrily with drift angle.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented some results obtained from tests conducted
on a lsrge boniber-typeairplme to determine the ground-reaction forces
hposed on the main landing gesr under actual landing conditions. The
test program covered 30 lsndings made at vertical velocities up to
8.4 feet per second and forwsrd ground speeds from 81.o to 119.5 lmots
on both wet and dry concrete runways. A smmmry of some of the princi-
pal results follows:

(1) The vertical force on the truck at which the oleopneumatfc
shock strut begins to compress varies over a wide range. The shock-
strut motion did not sta% at the beginning of the impact but was delayed
until the vertical force on the truck had reached values ranging from
9,000 to 45,500 pounds. There was apparently no relation between this
breakout force and any other force or condition of the impact.

(2) The computed v=iation of mud-mm vertical force with vertical
velocity agreed reasonably weKL with the e~erimental results.

(3) There was a frequent occurrence of unsymmetrical vertical forces
on the two wheels of a truck resulting in unsy?mnetricaldrag forces,
particularly during the time when one wheel had spun up and the other
was still in the process of spinning up.

(4) The mean value of coefficient of tiiction for the dry runway
increased gradually from a value of 0.40 at the beginning of spin-up
(slip ratio of O.90) to a msximum value of 0.72 at a slip ratio of 0.13.
The mean value of coefficient of friction for the wet runway mied from

.
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0.20 at the beginning of spin-up to a maximum value of 0.41 at a slip
.

ratio of 0.07.

(5) ~ the low vertical-force range, the side force varied with
.

drift angle smd vertical force. At high vertical forces, side force
varied primarily with drift angle and further increase of vertical
force had little effect on side force at a given &ift angle.

Lsmgley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., February 6, 1958.
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APPENDIX ---

15

METHOD OF COMPUTING SPIN-UP AND SPRING-RACK DRAG FQRCES IN AN

UNSYMEKRICAL LANDING IMPACT OF A DUAL-WHEEL

LANDING-GEAR TRUCK

In this appendix the method used to calculate the dynamic forces
and moments presented in figures 9 and 10, respectively, for landing 15
is discussed. The method makes use of the measured the histories of
the vertical force and em approximation of the meem variation of coeffi-
cient of friction with slip ratio shown in figure 8(b). A sketch of the
simplified dual-wheel landing-gem configuration with the notation used
in the calculations is presented in figure I-2.

The forward and rearward displacement of the truck due to bending
was assumed to be proportional to the total drag force at the exle; the
twisting of the truck was likewise asswd to be proportional to the
yawing moment snd to take place entirely about the vertical center line
of the truck (no offset being assumed between the tie center line and
the strut center line). The velocity of the airplane snd the rolling
radius for each tire was assmed to be constemt throughout the impact.

The slip ratio S is defined in reference 7 as

V-e - rrd
s.

‘axle

where

‘axle velocity of axle

‘r rolding radius of wheel

i angular velocity of wheel under application of torque

The sxle velocity may be expressed as

v
axle

.Va-ti
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where

Va airplane velocity

5 sxle displacement
when rearwsrd)

The slip ratio then becomes

s

NACA TN 4247

.

.— .-

due to flexibility of landing gesr (positive

Va-i-rri —=

The ~ term was eliminated from the denominator since ~ was small
compsred with Va; howeverj in the numerator 8 was retained since It

was signific~t compsred with Va - rrd. The equation used for slip

ratio in these computations is

Va-6-rr6
s = (1)

Va
.

Four degrees of freedom for the truck were assumed: forwsrd and
resrward bending in the strut, twisting about the strut
tion of each wheel. The equation of motion _forforwwd
bending is

‘h,R + ‘h,L
~R + ~L + ~2(bR + 8L) = ‘- ~

where

—

axis, and rota-
and resrward e;—

(2)

O&r natural frequency of ges.rin forward and rearward bending .—
A

m mass of each wheel and tire

R, L subscripts denoting right and
truck (for this case R is
for right

The equation of motion

.. ..

inbosrd)

for twisting is

left wheels, respectively, of
for right outboard and L is - –

(
~2

+ u~25R- bL) = (Fh,R )- ‘h,L ~2~

—

(3)
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.
where

. Uz natural frequency of

Iz moment of inertia of
truck

c distance between the

17

gem in torsion

wheels about vertical center line of

two wheels of a truck

If the vertical force is assumed to act through the tie center line,
the equation of rotation for each wheel is

.. F#d F+.lrd
e =— =— (4)

Ie Ie

where

rd distance from axle to ground

10 moment of inertia of wheel about axle

If it is assumed that V= and rr s.reconsts.nt,differentiating

equation (1) with respect to time gives

... . err
i=-+-—

a v~

Substituting eqqation (4) into this expression

.. Fvrdrr
i=-+-

a ~va v

gives

(5)
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The resulting equations of motion for the system are

Fv ~ FV,L
SR+SL+~2(~+~)---&W~-~ PL=O

Fv ~C2FV,RC ~R + 21z
q-&L +alz2(5R-5L)- 21Z2 k=o

g+ ‘v,Rrdrr

Va Ieva
pR+#R=O

‘ 1
;L

‘v,Lrdrr
—-l-
Va I~va

pL+5L=o

.

.

(6)

For these computations the variation of p with S was approxi-
mated by two straight lines as follows: For S = -0.13 to 0.13, p
va?ied linesrly from .-0.73to 0.73 or ..

IJ= 5.62s (-0.13 < s c 0.13) (7) -

and for S = 0.13 to 1.00, v varied from 0.73 to 0.45 or

v = 0.77 -0.32S (0.13 <S <1.00) (8) -

In order to obtain the drag forces, the computationswere divided
into three intervals: the first was the interval in which both wheels
were operating at slip ratios greater than 0.13, the second was that
interval in which one wheel (the left in this case) was operating at
slip ratios less than 0.13 while the other wheel was still operating at
slip ratios greater than 0.13, end the tti-d was the interval in which
both wheels were operating at slip ratios less than 0.13. By stisti-
tuting the proper variation of PR and PL (eqS. (7) and (8)) for each

of the three intervals, equations (6) can be solved and the vsriation
of the slip ratio with time csm be determined. By substituting these
values of slip ratio into equations (7) and (8) and using the relation
Fh . @?v, the variation of dreg force with time csnbe determined.

In computing the drag forces shown in figure 9 certain simplifica-
tions were made. Since the flexibility of the gear has a relatively
small effect on the slip ratio, this flexibility would have very little
effect on Fh in

tions of w with

the first interval because

these small variations o-f

of the insignificant varia-

S. Therefore, eqwtion (5)

.
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.
was modified by eliminating the ~ term and solved separately for each
wheel by a simple iteration process from the initial condition of

. s 1.00 until one of the wheels reached a slip ratio of 0.13 (in this
ca~e the left wheel). This solution gave values of S for time incre-
ments throughout this interval. By use of this time history of S the
time history Of Fh was determined for both wheels. Equations (2) and

(3) were evaluated for smalltime intervals, At = 0.01 second, assuming
that (Fh,R+ ‘h,L) ‘d (Fh,R - Fh,L) varied linesrly with time during

these small intervals. From these results vaiations of ~, bL, ~,

and ~ with time were determined snd from these time histories the

initial conditions for the second interval were obtained.

During the secopd intervsl the vertical forces were reaching a pesk
and the vsriation with the was much less than in the first interval,
so that for each wheel a constant value of Fv equal to the average

Fv of that wheel during the interval was assumed. Equations (7) and

(8) were substituted for VL ~d ~R, respectively, ~ eq~tions (6)
and simultaneous solutions up to the time that ~ = 0.13 gave time

~stories of ~R) % SR, and ~. These time histories established

the initial conditions for the third interval and the slip-ratio time
histories established the drag-force variation of each wheel for the
second interval.

The third interval was computed in the same manner as the second
interval except that equation (7) W= substituted for both VL ~d ~R

in equations (6).

For
tion was

where

‘h,R

BR

L

computing the bending moment in the axle, the following rela-
used for the right side (see fig. I-2):

()k-k
‘h,R = Fh,~ ‘~~R - 10 ~

bending moment in axle (at station 2 shown in fig. 3)

distance frm” center of wheel to station 2

moment of inertia of wheel about its vertical axis

(9)
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Similsrly, for the left axle

(lo)

It may be seen that the moment in the ‘leftaxle produced by a posi-
tive drag force is of opposite sign to that -producedin the right axle
by a positive force. In presenting the data in figure 10, however, the
moment produced by a positive drsg force was presented as a positive
moment for either axle.

,-
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TABLE II.. INITIAL IMPACT CONOITION8

C.g. Roll HOu Pitch RLtch Drm &ound

.e.m2eleretion, attitude , Velocity, att ituiie., veloeity, engle, speed,

g units aeg railian6/eec aeg rW8ns/wec &!g knot e

1 o.g7 -1.2 -0.010 0.020 ----
1.08 -1.3

84.0
0

;

::;
1.(2J+

.015 -1.0
-2.2 0

tll.o

4
4.2 .010

1.00

-2.0

-2.3 . Ola

.98 8
-.005 ---- g::

2
-.005 2::

.99 -;:6
.WJ -1.5

0
lcQ.3

2.0 .G2a ---- 103.9

7 .95 -1.6

8 1,02
-.W 3.2 -.020 ----

-3..6 -.olsl
&.5

3.0 -.020 8.5

9 1.IJ. -2.6
8J+.O

10
-.020

1.01
3.2 -.W3 2.0

-2.9
.%.7

u.
-.W 2.5

.98
.010 4.4

-1.0 .O1o

106.8

.1
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.015 ----

-I-.2 0
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13 l.wj ,..Jk 0
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@.3
-.o~
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;:: .040 -G

-.
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3 -.o15 6.5 . oy3
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-. 3
17

-.005
.94
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1.2 .025
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T
Angular accelerometer inside
(angular acceleration)

wheel

hi-- Strain gages
(vertical, drag and
side loads in axle)

Tachometer
(angular velocity)

Linear accelerometers
( inertia correction)

Outer brake shoe

~ Trailing arm
(tire deflection and vertical velocity)

Figure 2.- Main landing-gear truck with one wheel removed to show
arrangement of instrumentation. Trailing arm also shown.
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(a) Dry runway, Vv = 1.60 fp (fimt impact), VV = 0.25 fps

(second impact), landing 1.

Figure 1.- Typical time histories of ground-reaction forces and wheel

e= velocities for several impacts.
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(b) Dry runway, Vv = 2.80 fPS, lmding w. Ticks on vertical-force

curves indicate point at which shock strut begins to compress.

Figure 4.- Continued.
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(c) Dry runway, Vv = 3. ~ fps, landing 10. Ticks on vertical-force

curves indicate point at which shock strut begins to compress.

Figure 4.- Continued.
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curves indicate point at which shock strut begins to compress.
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(e) Dry runway, Vv = >.70 fps, landing 18. Ticks on vertical-force

curves indicate point at which shock strut begins to compress.

Fi~ure 1.- Continued.
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(f) Wet runway, Vv = 2.60 fps, landing M. Ticks on vertical-force

curves indicate point at which shock strut begins to compress.

Figure J.- Concluded.
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Figure 9.- Conqmrison of computed and measured ground-reaction drag
forces. Dry runway, Vv . 6.1o fps, landing 15.
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Figure 10.- Campsrison of computed and measuked bending moment in ties.
Dry rumway, Vv = 6.10 fps, lsnding 15.
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